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QUESTION 1

You administer a SQL Server 2008 instance. You have a stored procedure that implements a database maintenance
process. You need to create a SQL Server Agent job that runs the stored procedure. You also need to ensure that the
job is removed after successful completion. What should you do? 

A. Create a job that is scheduled to run once. 

B. Create a job that uses the Automatically delete job option. 

C. Create a job that is assigned to the Database Maintenance category. 

D. Create an Alert that will be raised when the job completes. This Alert will run another job to delete the maintenance
job. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You administer a SQL Server 2008 instance named CorpPub that contains a database named SalesSupport. The
SalesSupport database contains the Products table. You plan to create a Replication topology to replicate the Products
table to the SQL Server instances installed in portable computers. When the portable computers reconnect to the
corporate network, the Products table is updated from CorpPub. The Products table on the CorpPub instance is
frequently updated between reconnections. You need to successfully implement the Replication topology along with the
Subscription type by ensuring that bandwidth usage is minimized. What should you do? 

A. Implement the Merge Replication topology along with a Pull Subscription. 

B. Implement the Snapshot Replication topology along with a Pull Subscription. 

C. Implement the Snapshot Replication topology along with a Push Subscription. 

D. Implement the Transactional Replication topology along with a Pull Subscription. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You maintain a SQL Server 2008 instance that contains a database named Finance. Minimally logged operations are
performed on the Finance database. You need to verify that the database can be restored to a specific point in time.
What should you do? 

A. Verify that the database uses the full recovery model. 

B. Verify that the database uses the simple recovery model. 

C. Verify that the database uses the bulk-logged recovery model. 

D. Verify that the database uses the checksum page verify option. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You administer a SQL Server 2008 instance. Users report that applications that run on the server perform poorly. You
suspect that the performance issues are related to table scans. You need to use an appropriate Windows System
Monitor object to capture the appropriate information. Which performance object should you use? 

A. SQLServer:Databases 

B. SQLServer:Access Methods 

C. SQLServer:Buffer Manager 

D. SQLServer:Memory Manager 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You maintain multiple SQL Server 2008 instances on the same physical computer. Users can connect to the default
instance but are unable to connect to the named instances. You verify that currently all SQL Server instances run. You
need to start the service required to connect to the named instances. Which Service should you start? 

A. Server 

B. SQL Server Agent 

C. SQL Server Browser 

D. SQL Active Directory Helper 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

You maintain a SQL Server 2008 instance. 

You have an existing database maintenance plan that performs the following tasks: 

It checks database integrity. 

It rebuilds indexes. 

It writes a report to a text file. 

You need to modify the SQL Server instance such that an e-mail message is sent to the operators when the
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maintenance plan fails to execute successfully. 

What should you do? 

A. Enable a failsafe operator for the SQL Server Agent. 

B. Modify the database maintenance plan to e-mail a report to the appropriate operators. 

C. Modify the database maintenance plan to include a Notify Operator task that e-mails the appropriate operators. 

D. Modify the SQL Server Agent job that executes the database maintenance plan to notify the appropriate operators. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 7

You administer a SQL Server 2008 instance. A stored procedure is used as the data source for a report that is
frequently executed during business hours. Users report that the data returned by the report is inconsistent. You
discover that the inconsistencies are caused by phantom reads. You need to ensure that the report returns consistent
results without affecting other users. What should you do? 

A. Configure the database for Read Committed Snapshot isolation. 

B. Configure the database for Auto Update Statistics asynchronously. 

C. Modify the stored procedure to use the Snapshot isolation level. 

D. Modify the stored procedure to use the Repeatable Read isolation level. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

You maintain a SQL Server 2008 instance. Your failure recovery plan requires you to back up the default trace. You
need to backup the subdirectory that contains the default trace. Which SQL Server database engine subdirectory should
you back up? 

A. LOG 

B. BINN 

C. DATA 

D. INSTALL 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 9

You maintain a SQL Server 2008 instance that contains a database named Finance. In your absence, a user with a
login named Rob will maintain the database snapshots. You need to grant the appropriate permissions to the user to
delete the database snapshots for the Finance database. 

Which database permission should you grant? 

A. DELETE 

B. CONTROL 

C. DROP DATABASE 

D. ALTER ANY DATASPACE 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

You configure a SQL Server 2008 instance that contains a database named Customers. The Customers database
experiences deadlock problems. You need to capture the deadlock information to the SQL Server error log. What
should you do? 

A. Enable file system auditing. 

B. Enable the Windows Event Collector service. 

C. Configure trace flags and then restart the SQL Server instance. 

D. Configure a Data Collector Set and then restart the SQL Server instance. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You administer a SQL Server 2008 instance that contains a database named AdventureWorks. You are log shipping the
Adventureworks database to a remote SQL Server 2008 instance. During the weekend, the primary SQL Server
instance required a restart. After the weekend, you discover that log shipping has stopped working. You need to
troubleshoot log shipping of the Adventureworks database. What should you do? 

A. Verify whether the SQL Server Agent is started on the primary server. 

B. Verify whether the AdventureWorks database uses the Simple recovery model. 

C. Verify whether the SQL Server Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) Writer is started on the primary server. 

D. Execute a DBCC CHECKDB statement on the AdventureWorks database by using the
EXTENDED_LOGICAL_CHECKS option. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You administer a SQL Server 2008 instance that runs on a Windows Server 2003 computer. The instance uses mixed
authentication mode. You need to ensure that the SQL Server 2008 authenticated logins follow the same password
complexity rules that are enforced by Windows Server 2003. You also need to ensure that the password complexity
rules continue to be enforced. Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. Choose two.) 

A. Use the ALTER LOGIN ... HASHED statement to modify all logins. 

B. Use the ALTER LOGIN ... CHECK_POLICY = ON statement to modify all logins. 

C. Use the ALTER LOGIN ... CHECK_EXPIRATION = ON statement to modify all logins. 

D. Use Policy-Based Management to create a policy that prevents any violation of these rules. 

E. Create an SQL Server Agent job that runs periodically to raise an alert if a rule violation is detected. 

Correct Answer: BD

 

QUESTION 13

You administer a remote SQL Server 2008 instance that contains a database named InsightDB. The InsightDB
database is used by an application that is continuously connected. The application uses the INSERT command
extensively and triggers the population of multiple tables. Users of the application report that the application
performance is poor. You suspect that the performance issues are related to blocking. You need to monitor the state of
the instance at regular intervals without affecting the application performance further. Which tool should you use? 

A. SQL Server Profiler 

B. Windows System Monitor 

C. Dynamic Management Views 

D. SQL Server Resource Governor 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

You administer a SQL Server 2008 instance that contains a database named DB1. A table named Sales.Table1 exists
in the Sales schema. You need to move the Sales.Table1 table to a new schema named Billing. Which Transact-SQL
statement should you execute? 

A. ALTER SCHEMA Billing TRANSFER Sales.Table1; 

B. ALTER USER Sales WITH DEFAULT_SCHEMA = Billing; 

C. ALTER AUTHORIZATION ON Sales.Table1 TO Billing; 
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D. ALTER TABLE Sales.Table1 SWITCH TO Billing.Table1; 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 15

You administer a SQL Server 2008 instance. The instance contains databases for a finance application and a
manufacturing application. You configure the Resource Governor to limit the maximum CPU query time allowed by the
applications. The administrator of the manufacturing application reports that certain reports no longer execute
successfully. You need to modify the Resource Governor configuration to allow the manufacturing application to
consume more CPU time. Which Resource Governor component should you configure? 

A. The workload group that is used by default 

B. The workload group that is used by the finance application 

C. The classifier function that identifies the finance application 

D. The workload group that is used by the manufacturing application 

Correct Answer: D 
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